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STATE OF THE ART AND SCIENCE
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Physicians are often under pressure to use only those therapies that have been shown
to be safe and effective in large randomized control trials (RCTs). This is a thorny
issue in the newborn intensive care unit: neonatologists recognize the importance of
evidence-based decision making [1], but must often rely on treatments that have
precedents of clinical use, but little systematic evaluation [1]. Examples of seemingly
benign therapies ultimately found to be harmful are reminders of the need for
prospective evaluation of new therapies’ short- and long-term effects. In the 1940s,
neonatologists learned that supplemental oxygen, delivered abundantly to premature
babies with respiratory distress syndrome, was toxic to the developing retina and
associated with thousands of cases of blindness [2, 3]. More recently we have
learned that systemic corticosteroids, seemingly a promising tool for decreasing the
impact of bronchopulmonary dysplasia, appear to increase the risk of significant
neurodevelopmental impairment [4]. The tension between the need for evidencebased practice and the need to “do something” is well illustrated by exploring the
ethical implications of off-label use of therapeutic hypothermia for premature infants
with hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy.
Background
Perinatal-neonatal hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) is a serious condition
caused by acute and unexpected disruption of blood flow and oxygen delivery to the
fetus around the time of birth. Infants with HIE may be quite ill with neurologic
dysfunction and multisystem organ failure. Roughly 60 percent of infants with HIE
die or carry long-term neurologic impairment [5]; in the worst cases, infants are
minimally interactive; require intensive support of breathing, circulation, and vital
organ function; and are completely and permanently dependent on caregivers.
Until recently, there was no specific treatment for HIE. Supportive care was offered
and, in some cases, withdrawn if the neurologic prognosis seemed particularly grim.
In other cases physiologic function returned but full neurologic function did not, an
outcome some physicians and parents consider to be a “fate worse than death” [6-8].
With improved understanding of the pathophysiology of HIE, we now understand
that lowering body temperature attenuates the cellular response to hypoxic-ischemic
injury, interrupting the cascade of events that appears to contribute to poor outcomes
[9]. A number of large RCTs have shown that reduction of head or whole-body
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temperature to 3 degrees below normal for 3 days is associated with a 40 to 50
percent reduction in death and long-term disability in term infants with moderate or
severe encephalopathy [5], with side effects that are readily manageable and usually
of trivial clinical significance. Initiation of therapeutic hypothermia (TH) within 6
hours of birth has rapidly become the standard of care in many NICUs around the
developed world [10-12].
An early concern about TH was that treatment would not reduce the total number of
poor outcomes but, rather, redistribute them from death to survival with severe
neurologic impairment [13]. Fortunately, meta-analyses have shown that the absolute
incidence of neurologic disability does not increase [14, 15].
Although the RCT results are reassuring, there is potential for serious adverse effects
and sub-optimal outcomes, and current recommendations advise that TH only be
used in a manner consistent with published protocols [16-18]. As researchers explore
use of TH for infants who are gestationally younger or chronologically older, along
with other “optimized” protocols, available recommendations are to limit these
applications to clinical trials [19].
Therapeutic Hypothermia for Preterm Infants
Premature infants (born at 36 gestational weeks or younger) may be vulnerable to
HIE, but the incidence in this population is unknown [20, 21], as they have
traditionally been excluded from the diagnosis due to overlap between normal
neurologic findings in this population and HIE diagnostic criteria [22-24]. Although
most of the randomized trials included infants of 36 weeks gestation, experience with
TH for premature babies younger than 36 weeks’ gestation is largely anecdotal.
Prevention of hypothermia is a cornerstone of care for premature infants [25, 26],
which complicates the use of TH in this patient population. In addition, the
complexity of the developing brain (even among “late preterm” infants [27])
obscures our understanding of the impact of HIE, hypothermia, and other
pathophysiologic states that accompany preterm birth [28]. One randomized pilot
study comparing selective head cooling and supportive therapy for preterm infants
began recruitment but was halted by the Food and Drug Administration due to safety
concerns after the initial patients were randomized [29, 30]. Presently, the only
possible approach to targeted therapy for premature infants with suspected HIE is the
off-label use of TH.
Arguments in Favor of Off-Label Use of TH for Premature Infants
Considerations for individual patients. Theoretically, 1- or 2-week distinctions in
gestational age are unlikely to result in significantly different outcomes and side
effects, particularly as infants approach full term. Many routine neonatal therapies
are based on this kind of reasoning, extrapolated from either clinical experience or
studies in older children, infants, or even adults [31, 32]. Furthermore, in the absence
of alternative therapies, are we not obligated try something, given the risk of poor
outcomes for patients with HIE? This reasoning may resonate with many
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neonatologists who face desperate parents and dire circumstances and seemingly
have little to lose. In these situations, biologic plausibility may be the best foundation
on which to base treatment decisions, and the acceptability of using an off-label
therapy might be supported by proposing that, provided that parents are given the
available information about possible risks and benefits and also offered standard
(supportive) therapy, it is within their purview to choose off-label TH.
Societal arguments. This kind of boundary testing can play an important role in
medical progress. Such arguments have been important in surgery, where the line
can be blurred between trying something for the first time and gaining clinical
experience with an innovative procedure [33, 34]. Subjecting a new surgical
technique to randomization removes the advantage of allowing the skilled surgeon to
“tweak” the procedure gradually [34]. Surely every minute change in a surgical
approach does not warrant a RCT [35]; rather, the end result of a subtle series of
changes can be systematically compared with the original procedure. Similarly,
neonatologists could argue that refinement in neonatal procedures and therapy is a
continuous process that drives progress in patient care and generates compelling
hypotheses that can subsequently be tested.
Finally, neonatologists may find themselves in dire straits if they commit to using
only therapies that have been systematically evaluated. Many routine practices, such
as standardized cardiopulmonary resuscitation or use of total parenteral nutrition,
have never been evaluated by RCT (and probably never will) because doing so
would be ethically or logistically unacceptable. Furthermore, while RCT inclusion
criteria may have excluded infants with comorbid conditions that affect trial
endpoints (e.g., congenital anomalies), it generally does not follow that infants with
those conditions should not be treated with therapies found to be effective in those
trials—available clinical evidence is only one aspect of good patient care, which
should also include individualized risk-benefit considerations [36].
Arguments in Favor of Limiting the Use of TH to Published Inclusion Criteria
Considerations for individual patients. Biologic plausibility may appear to be an
adequate basis on which to treat an infant with an unvalidated therapy, but it fails to
address the possibility that assumptions about safety and efficacy are incorrect. With
so little knowledge of the epidemiology and natural history of HIE in premature
infants and the potential for interaction of pathophysiologic injury mechanisms,
complex factors that result in preterm birth, and hypothermia, there is no certainty
that preterm infants treated with TH will be better off than those who receive
supportive care.
An example of this is the possibility that among premature (as opposed to term)
infants treated with TH, there will be a redistribution of poor outcomes from death to
severe disability, rather than an absolute reduction in both. Studies of many neonatal
interventions include formal neurodevelopmental evaluation at 18 to 24 months of
age, adding at least 2 years from the completion of recruitment for publication of
results. Without longitudinal evaluation of that sort, accumulated clinical experience
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may shed some light on the short-term effects of providing TH to preterm infants
with HIE without ensuring that the treatment is both efficacious and safe in the long
run. Unless they are quite large, prospective registries may not adequately elucidate
the effect of TH on complex, multifactorial outcomes like neurologic impairment.
From this standpoint, informed consent may be viewed as necessary but not
sufficient to justify the use of off-label therapies. Despite their role as accepted
surrogate decision makers for children, parents’ decision making is constrained by
law to choices that are deemed to be in a child’s best interest. For example, in most
cases parents may not refuse antibiotics for serious infections, surgical intervention
for appendicitis, or chemotherapy for acute leukemia. Similarly, parents may not
demand antibiotics for viral infections, X-rays that will not aid in diagnosis, or
unnecessary surgery. Regardless of parental preferences, physicians retain the
authority and responsibility to practice medicine within the confines of appropriate
and rational care.
Societal arguments. A randomized trial of TH for preterm infants with HIE is being
planned within the Neonatal Research Network (a network of academic newborn
intensive care units that conducts multicenter studies funded by the National Institute
of Child Health and Human Development). Rapid completion of the trial becomes
more difficult if the therapy is being offered “off protocol,” both by slowing the
recruitment of patients and by potentially disturbing the state of equipoise that is
needed for an ethically permissible trial [37].
Delaying the completion of clinical trials may extend the period in which patients are
exposed to the possible harms of TH, such as bleeding and hemodynamic instability
or even a higher incidence of neurologic morbidity and mortality. An example of this
can be found in the breast cancer literature: women sought aggressive, unproven
treatment outside of clinical trials, delaying the discovery that these risky bone
marrow transplants were harmful, rather than helpful [38].
Even if the trials are completed, the results may be difficult to generalize if eligible
patients are not well represented by the group of study participants due to
recruitment difficulties. Conversely, if TH is found to be helpful in reducing the
incidence of poor outcomes for premature babies with HIE, delay in completion of
the trials may prolong the period in which some infants are denied this benefit [37].
Conclusions
Review of the ethical considerations for and against use of off-label TH for preterm
infants with HIE does not resolve the question of whether or not this practice is
ethically justifiable—there are compelling arguments on both sides. However, the
framework used here can be applied to consideration of other off-label therapies in
neonatal and pediatric patients; this includes review of available information about
potential risks and benefits, careful balancing of parental autonomy and the child’s
best interest, an appropriate process of informed consent, and consideration of
whether there is an opportunity to systematically evaluate the therapy. As new
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treatments are introduced to neonatal intensive care, considerations for and against
using off-label and unvalidated therapies should be similarly analyzed.
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